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MULTI TUBE TWISTY

Multi Tube Twistys

TM

Multi Tube Twistys

TM

TM

are a family of products that
are manufactured by twisting 2 or more tubes
together to form material that has a rope look and feel
about it. It comes in a range of sizes, the smaller of
which are made out of solid.
have unique properties that
allow it to be bent and ring rolled .It comes in either
left or right hand twist, so symmetrical products can
be manufactured.
They are available in a variety of materials including:
* Aluminium,
* Brass,
* Bronze,
* Copper,
* Mild Steel,
* Galvanised Steel,
* Stainless Steel
After twisting, these products can be polished, plated,
powder coated or anodised as required.
Available in a range of sizes starting with 6.35mm
tubes up to 25.4mm tubes resulting in finished sizes
of approximately 10mm to 44mm in diameter.
Lengths up to 5.5 metres
Contact us for further information.

SINGLE TUBE TWISTY
Single Tube Twistys

TM

TM

is a family of products
that look similar to Multi Tube Twistys TM but as
the name suggests makes use of a single tube.
It too, has a rope look about it, but is more subtle
at the same time.
An enhanced grip level over plain tube gives this
material an advantage when used for hand
railing.
Another advantage of this material is that
services like water, electrical, air/gas, data etc
can easily be hidden inside the tube.

Single Tube Twistys

TM

can be bent and ring
rolled using traditional machinery and
techniques.
They are available in a variety of materials
including:
* Aluminium,
* Brass,
* Bronze,
* Copper,
* Mild Steel,
* Stainless Steel

Single Tube Twistys

TM

can be polished, plated,
powder coated or anodised as required.
Available in a range of sizes starting with
25.4mm tubes up to 114.3mm.
152.4mm tubes are planned for the future.
Available in left and right hand twist,
Shallow and deep grooves and three different
pitches per tube size.
Lengths up to 5.9 metres
Contact us for further information.

CORED TUBE TWISTY

TM

Cored Tube Twisty TM is similar to the Multi Tube
Twisty TM product line, but has a central tube with 2
or more other tubes wrapped around it. The central
tube can be used to hide services like water,
electricity, data, etc. The central can be larger in
diameter than the outside ones, and in fact we have
even used square tubing as the central tube.

Cored Tube Twisty TM comes in a variety of sizes
and styles and, of course, left and right hand
patterns.
By using a suitably strong central tube, this material
can be made to be load bearing.
“Specials” include colour anodising aluminium or
powder coating steel. This looks especially attractive
when only the central tube is coloured.
They are available in a variety of materials including:
* Aluminium,
* Brass,
* Bronze,
* Copper,
* Mild Steel,
* Stainless Steel
Lengths up to 5.5 metres
Contact us for further information.

COIL TWISTY

TM

Coil Twisty TM is a product that has been
used successfully in lighting and feature
applications. Presently this material is
offered in one style, that is: 40mm ID and
40mm pitch left hand. It is made out of
2mm thick, 20mm wide material which
gives it a solid to aperture ratio of 50%.
When a suitable light is placed within this
product the result is quite effective.
Especially when colours are used.
Changes to ID and pitch are possible.

Coil Twisty TM is available in a variety of
materials including:
* Aluminium,
* Brass,
* Bronze ,
* Copper,
* Mild Steel,
* Galvanised Steel,
* Stainless Steel
Minimum quantities may apply.
Very long lengths available
Other exciting lighting options available

Contact us for further information.

Other exciting products supplied by Anderson Stainless Pty Ltd :

Corrugated Strip Twisty TM
20 x 0.55 thick small profile in
Mild steel, 304 or 316
Stainless Steel, Aluminium,
Brass or Copper.

70 x 0.55 thick large profile in
Mild steel, 304 or 316
Stainless Steel, Aluminium,
Brass or Copper.

Available in continuous
lengths or cut to size.

Available in continuous
lengths or cut to size.

Scorched Corrugated Strip
Twisty TM
Stainless steel available in
Random, Stripe or Multi
Stripe patterns. See
website for details.
Available in continuous
lengths or cut to size.

With more to
come……
Reef Knot Twisty TM

Ribbon Twisty TM

Using 3 off 5mm diameter
solid Mild steel, 304 or 316
Stainless Steel, Aluminium,
Brass or Copper.

An elegant product using
Mild steel, 304 or 316
Stainless Steel, Aluminium,
Brass or Copper.

Flattened Twisty TM

Ribbon Cored Twisty TM

Using a flattening process,
Multi Tube Twistys TM can be
used for pickets, slats,
venetians, boards etc. Sizes
up to 125mm wide.
All materials available.

Encases a Ribbon
Twisty TM in between a
Multi Tube Twisty TM

